HIGH QUALITY FLOORING

CONTENTS

The demands made on today’s flooring
are as diverse as the lifestyles and interior designs they support. While there
are as many reasons for the rapidly
increasing popularity of laminate
flooring as there are styles, the end
result is always the same: satisfying
even the highest demands for comfort, functionality and beauty.

EURO HOME
QUALITY FLOORING –
THE STYLE OF
YOUR HOME.
CONTENTS
Nowhere is this more true
than in the extensive EURO
HOME line of high quality and
exclusive laminate flooring.
Whether in a plank, strip or
tile look, precision aligned or
randomly staggered, the in
spired matte surfaces of EURO
HOME laminate flooring with
glistening wood pores are designed to exquisitely exceed
all needs and expectations,
no matter the style. Incorporating numerous technical advances, EURO HOME flooring
is not merely attractive to the
eye, but it also beautifully
withstands all the pressures of
everyday life.
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K418 Longbow Oak, Planked | GT

Be inspired …

EUROHOME
FLOORSTUDIO
Virtual room set at www.euro-home.com
Take the guesswork out of planning the room
of your dreams. Simply visit the Floor Studio at
www.euro-home.com and watch your ideas take
shape. Go ahead, be as bold and creative as you like.

www.euro-home.com
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

AC Rating / Utilization Class

collectie

RESIDENCE

1285 x 192 x 10 mm
collectie

NATURE

1285 x 192 x 8 mm

collectie

VILLA GRANDE

1285 x 242 x 8 mm
1285 x 327 x 8 mm
collectie

VILLA PURE

1285 x 192 x 8 mm

collectie

LOFT

1285 x 192 x 8 mm

collectie

COUNTRY

1285 x 192 x 7 mm

collectie

CLASSIC

1285 x 192 x 7 mm

Guarantee*

Joint

Moisture
Protection

Anti Bacterial
Coating**

V-Groove

Microscratch
Protect

Authentic
Embossed

Handscraped

Domestic use with
heavy utilization
Commercial use with
general utilization

Domestic use with
heavy utilization
Commercial use with
general utilization

***

Domestic use with
heavy utilization
Commercial use with
general utilization

Domestic use with
heavy utilization
Commercial use with
general utilization

Domestic use with
heavy utilization
Commercial use with
general utilization

Domestic use with
heavy utilization
Commercial use with
moderate utilization

Domestic use with
heavy utilization
Commercial use with
moderate utilization

* The guarantee is valid for domestic use according to the conditions of guarantee (detailed terms of guarantee: www.euro-home.com).
** Tested germs: Staphylococcus aureus
*** Selected decors
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SYMBOLS, STRUCTURES & TEXTURES

MOISTURE PROTECTION

Swelling-resistant substrates and secure click systems ensure optimum protection against
moisture.

NEW

NEW

1CLIC 2GO PURE

Even in hard to reach places like corners, doors and under radiators, the ingenious “1clic 2go
pure” system makes installing EURO HOME flooring simple and fast. The tongue & groove joint
along the length of a panel is slid into position from above and fixed flush with the adjoining
panel. The panels are then securely interlocked.

Old English Oak (OE) –
Authentic Embossed

Royal Oak (RO) –
Authentic Embossed

Hand Scraped Effect (HC) –
Authentic Embossed

Living Pore (LP) –
Authentic Embossed

Vintage Hickory (VH) –
Authentic Embossed

Palace Oak (PO) –
Authentic Embossed

TWIN CLIC

The Twin Clic system has been specifically designed to make the installation of your laminate
flooring as easy and hassle-free as possible. With Twin Clic, the tongue and groove profile
allows individual panels to be securely and quickly joined together in a snap – with minimal
tooling and difficulty.

ANTI-SLIP CLASSES

Safety is something we put great emphasis on. Classification in anti-slip classes (R9 and R10) has
been achieved through specially developed surface structures, which address the requirements
for floor coverings in the workplace and commercial areas where a high risk of slipping is present.

AUTHENTIC EMBOSSED

The high quality Authentic Embossed structures feature elegant contrasting and a thrilling
multi-gloss effect that emphasises the depth of the structure with matt and gloss elements that
reflect the light differently. The synchronous pores follow the grain of the decor, meaning they
flawlessly mimic the character of natural wood.

HANDSCRAPED EFFECT

A breathtakingly elegant and realistic oiled finish, with gentle irregular undulations, inspired
by traditional Amish craftsmanship. The soft matt surface replicates the hardwood area of solid
flooring gently polished over time due to footfall. Meanwhile the deep matt pores are
highlighted with glossy accents.

NEW

MICROSCRATCH PROTECT

This especially durable surface will protect your floors even better against microscratches which
can occur through heavy use. With Microscratch Protect, your flooring will be well-protected
against fine scratches and everyday wear and tear.

ANTI BACTERIAL COATING
*1

Rust (RT)

Nature Line (NL)

Rustic Finish (RF)

Super Matt (SU)

Used Wood (UW)

Grained Timber (GT)

You naturally want to keep your floor as clean and germ-free as possible. We can’t see germs,
but we all know the problems they can cause if left unchecked. Allergies can be aggravated and
illness can result. A.B.C. inhibits the growth of bacteria on your flooring and provides you with
the peace-off-mind that comes from a healthy home environment.

ECO FRIENDLY

All floors are environmentally friendly as standard made of 90% wood sourced from sustainably
managed forests. What’s more, the entire production chain – from raw materials to the finished
product – has been certified and is regularly inspected by independent experts, ensuring peace of
mind for you – and protection of our environment.

*2

*3

*4

*5

*1 Tested germs: Staphylococcus aureus
*2 Statement on level of emission of volatile substances in indoor air posing a toxic threat during inhaling – on a scale from A+

(very low-emission) to C (high-emission). For further information: www.eco-institut.de/en/portfolio/emissions-dans-lair-interieur

*3 www.eco-institut-label.de/en/
*4 www.pefc.org
*5 www.scsglobalservices.com/floorscore
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AUTHENTIC EMBOSSED

THE GENUINE LOOK AND FEEL
OF AUTHENTIC WOODEN FLOORING.

K267 Enchanted Oak, Planked | PO

The unrivalled beauty of a genuine wood floor.
With all the benefits – a great look, warm feel,
authentic ambience – and none of the drawbacks.
Authentic Embossed laminates create the true look
and feel of wooden flooring yet are extremely durable, moisture-proof and easy to clean. Combining perfectly reproduced surface features with the added
convenience of high-quality laminate, the Authentic
Embossed collection beautifully adds the welcoming
look and feel of wood to any room.

www.euro-home.com
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RESIDENCE
collection

CLASSIC CHARM
IN A NEW DESIGN.

The broad appeal of RESIDENCE turns any home into a
stylish retreat of elegance and excellent taste. For those
who value the whispers of time as something delightful
and precious, the handscraped effect of the planks will
evoke treasured emotions. As if masterfully sculpted by
hand, the matt brushed surface creates a very special
atmosphere for each and every room. For that one-off
visual experience, combine RESIDENCE DELUXE and
RESIDENCE into a playful yet elegant pattern of narrow
and wide planks – a bold marriage of contrasts in a
virtuoso floor creation.

K412 Doubloon Oak, Planked | OE

ADVANTAGES

*

collection

• Thickness: 10 mm
• Handscraped effect, Microscratch Protect surface
• Bevelled edges on all four sides of the panel
• Matt surface with Authentic Embossed glossy pores
• 1clic 2go pure – Clickable short and long edges

**

RESIDENCE
Suitable for class 32/AC4 as per EN 13329
Domestic use
with heavy
utilization

* The guarantee is valid for domestic use according to the conditions of guarantee (detailed terms of guarantee: www.euro-home.com). ** Tested germs: Staphylococcus aureus

Commercial use
with general
utilization

Total thickness:
Surface area:
Panels/Pack.:
Weight/Pack.:

10 mm		
1285 x 192 mm
7 pieces (1.73 m2)
16 kg
11

collection

RESIDENCE

AC4, Class 32 (EN 13329), 1285 x 192 x 10 mm

8155 Appalachian Hickory
Planked | VH

K412 Doubloon Oak
Planked | OE

K413 Blackwater Oak
Planked | OE

NIEUW

NIEUW

NEW

NEW

8155 Appalachian Hickory, Planked | VH
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NATURE
collection

ALL THE WARMTH
WITHOUT THE WORK.

Natural to the eye and to the touch, the NATURE
collection is a true innovation when it comes to capturing the distinctiveness of real wood. The natural
look and feel of this high-quality surface accents the
most beautiful features of genuine wood. The boards‘
long bevelled edges and the matte surface with
authentic glossy pores result in a perfectly finished
floor with a real look of authenticity. With the
NATURE collection, enjoy all the benefits of traditional
design coupled with ultramodern practicality.

K391 Skyline Oak, Planked | RO

ADVANTAGES

*

collection

• Thickness: 8 mm
• Bevelled plank edges create a flawless wooden floorboard appearance
• Matt surface with Authentic Embossed glossy pores
• Natural look and feel

**

NATURE
Suitable for class 32/AC4 as per EN 13329
Domestic use
with heavy
utilization

* The guarantee is valid for domestic use according to the conditions of guarantee (detailed terms of guarantee: www.euro-home.com). ** Tested germs: Staphylococcus aureus

Commercial use
with general
utilization

Total thickness:
Surface area:
Panels/Pack.:
Weight/Pack.:

8 mm		
1285 x 192 mm
9 pieces (2.22 m2)
16 kg
15

AC4, Class 32 (EN 13329), 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

5543 Colorado Oak
Planked | HC

5542 Boulder Oak
Planked | HC

collection

NATURE

8630 Aspen Oak
Planked | LP

8575 Blonde Oak, Planked | LP

8575 Blonde Oak
Planked | LP

K267 Enchanted Oak
Planked | PO

K392 Atomic Oak
Planked | RO

NEW

8634 Light Brushed Oak
Planked | LP

K266 Hayfield Oak
Planked | PO

NEW

K391 Skyline Oak
Planked | RO

NEW
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VILLA GRANDE
collection

STUNNING WIDE PLANKS
LOOK LIKE GENUINE
SOLID WOOD.

Most other floorings pale in comparison to the ulti
mate ambience of extra-wide hardwood floors.
The VILLA GRANDE collection features long bevelled
plank edges and original-scale panel dimensions to
exude the sophisticated look of solid wood. Full room
makeovers are now as easy as laying a new floor –
one distinguished by its spacious and elegant style.
And easy it is – both to install and to maintain.
The first choice in flooring to create new inspirations
and grand impressions!

K392 Atomic Oak, Planked | RO | 327 mm

ADVANTAGES

*

collection

• Thickness: 8 mm
• Suitable for heavy domestic and medium commercial use
• Bevelled plank edges create a flawless wooden floorboard appearance
• Low maintenance
• 1clic 2go pure – Clickable short and long edgest

**

***

VILLA GRANDE
Suitable for class 32/AC4 as per EN 13329
Domestic use
with heavy
utilization

* The guarantee is valid for domestic use according to the conditions of guarantee (detailed terms of guarantee: www.euro-home.com). ** Tested germs: Staphylococcus aureus . *** Selected decors

Commercial use
with general
utilization

Total thickness:
Surface area:
Panels/Pack.:
Weight/Pack.:

8 mm		
1285 x 242 mm | 1285 x 327 mm
8 stuks (2.49 m2) | 6 stuks (2.52 m2)
18 | 17 kg
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AC4, Class 32 (EN 13329), 1285 x 242 | 327 x 8 mm

5966 Khaki Oak
Planked | NL | 242 mm

K406 Eurus Oak
Planked | NL | 327 mm

K393 Stonerush Pine
Planked | GT | 327 mm

collection

VILLA GRANDE

K063 Organic Oak
Planked | NL | 242 mm

NEW
K269 Eggshell Oak
Planked | GT | 242 mm

8575 Blonde Oak
Planked | LP | 242 mm

K002 Grey Craft Oak
Planked | UW | 242 mm

NEW
K392 Atomic Oak
Planked | RO | 327 mm

NEW

K406 Eurus Oak, Planked | NL | 327 mm

K064 Elemental Oak
Planked | NL | 242 mm

K415 Aeolus Oak
Planked | GT | 327 mm

NEW
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VILLA PURE
collection

CHARMING
FLOORBOARD
EFFECT.

Small joints lead to big effects. The V-grooves featured in the VILLA PURE collection give your floor a
charming solid plank appearance. A variety of decors
make this flooring perfect for virtually any setting or
use while its outstanding durability and 1clic2go click
system makes installation and maintenance a breeze.

K419 Armoury Oak, Planked | GT

ADVANTAGES

*

collection

• Thickness: 8 mm
• Bevelled edges on all four sides of the panel
• Visible longitudinal panel grooves expand the perception of space
• Easy installation

**

VILLA PURE
Suitable for class 32/AC4 as per EN 13329
Domestic use
with heavy
utilization

* The guarantee is valid for domestic use according to the conditions of guarantee (detailed terms of guarantee: www.euro-home.com). ** Tested germs: Staphylococcus aureus

Commercial use
with general
utilization

Total thickness:
Surface area:
Panels/Pack.:
Weight/Pack.:

8 mm		
1285 x 192 mm
9 pieces (2.22 m2)
16 kg
23

AC4, Class 32 (EN 13329), 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

K420 Petros Oak
Planked | GT

K418 Longbow Oak
Planked | GT

collection

VILLA PURE

K275 Huntsman Oak
Planked | GT

NIEUW

NEW
5946 Rockford Oak
Planked | NL

K407 Ashenwood Oak
Planked | RT

NEW

NEW
K397 Ravenwood Oak
Planked | RT

NEW

K420 Petros Oak, Planked | GT

K419 Armoury Oak
Planked | GT

8837 New England Oak
Planked | SU

5966 Khaki Oak
Planked | NL

NEW
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ANTI BACTERIAL COATING

*

ANTI BACTERIAL COATING.

K415 Aeolus Oak, Planked | GT

You naturally want to keep your floor as clean and
germ-free as possible, especially if you’ve got little
ones or pets running around. We can’t see germs,
but we all know the problems they can cause if left
unchecked. Allergies can be aggravated and illness
can result. A.B.C. does not allow for germs to grow.
Germs can be present on a floor from many sources
such as shoes, spills or animals etc, but EURO HOME
A.B.C. Anti Bacterial Coating, works alongside a
hygienic cleaning regime, to create peace of mind
and a healthy environment.
* Tested germs: Staphylococcus aureus

www.euro-home.com
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LOFT
collection

SETTING TRENDS.

Combining the best of nature and design, the LOFT
collection leaves most wondering: Genuine or
engineered? You really have to look very closely to distinguish any difference. But beyond its sheer beauty,
its superior durability makes potential damage from
heavy furniture, direct sunlight or cigarette burns
a thing of the past. When you choose the LOFT
collection,you choose robust and low-maintenance
laminateflooring – because your home should be just
as carefree as it is beautiful.

K039 Silverside Driftwood, Multistrip | GT

ADVANTAGES

*

collection

• Thickness: 8 mm
• Beautiful parquet look
• Tougher than wood
• Easy to install

**

LOFT
Suitable for class 32/AC4 as per EN 13329
Domestic use
with heavy
utilization

* The guarantee is valid for domestic use according to the conditions of guarantee (detailed terms of guarantee: www.euro-home.com). ** Tested germs: Staphylococcus aureus

Commercial use
with general
utilization

Total thickness:
Surface area:
Panels/Pack.:
Weight/Pack.:

8 mm		
1285 x 192 mm
9 pieces (2.22 m2)
16 kg
29

collection

LOFT

AC4, Class 32 (EN 13329), 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

K039 Silverside Driftwood
Multistrip | GT

K040 Urban Driftwood
Multistrip | GT

K040 Urban Driftwood, Multistrip | GT
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COUNTRY
collection

THE WONDERFUL
LIGHTNESS OF BEING.

A warm atmosphere. An easy-going, laid-back charm.
And a wonderful lightness of being that evokes that
very special country feeling. Combining modern lifestyle
with traditional grace – in an individual, uncompromising
way, right down to the planks on the floor. The distinctive
V-groove bevel on the long sides of each plank gives an
authentic cottage feel, while the blessings of modern age
add further dimensions of carefreeness including scratch
and stain resistance thanks to our advanced surface,
and hassle-free installation with our signature Twin Clic
system. All that at excellent value for the money – and all
valuable aspects to easily create your own country-style
cheerfulness.

K271 Gossamer Oak, Planked | NL

ADVANTAGES

*

collection

• Thickness: 7 mm
• Bevelled edges on all four sides of the panel
• Fast and simple Clic-system installation
• Durable HDF coreboard with added moisture protection
• Hygienic and easy to clean

**

COUNTRY
Suitable for class 31/AC3 as per EN 13329
Domestic use
with heavy
utilization

* The guarantee is valid for domestic use according to the conditions of guarantee (detailed terms of guarantee: www.euro-home.com). ** Tested germs: Staphylococcus aureus

Commercial use
with moderate
utilization

Total thickness:
Surface area:
Panels/Pack.:
Weight/Pack.:

7 mm		
1285 x 192 mm
10 pieces (2.47 m2)
15 kg
33

AC3, Class 31 (EN 13329), 1285 x 192 x 7 mm

collection

COUNTRY

K271 Gossamer Oak
Planked | NL

NEW
7209 Liberty Oak
Planked | NL

5945 Baronial Oak, Planked | NL

4009 Rock Ridge Oak
Planked | NL

8096 San Diego Oak
Planked | NL

8714 Nevada Oak
Planked | NL

5945 Baronial Oak
Planked | NL

5236 Greenland Oak
Planked | RF
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CLASSIC
collection

ENHANCES
EVERY STYLE.

Start with the perfect foundation and you can compliment any style. Light shades or dark tones, delicate
contemporary furniture or heavy antique showpieces –
whatever your taste and style, the CLASSIC collection
is sure to have the right floor to match it. With a sur
face structure ensuring comfort and aesthetics, all of
the many CLASSIC laminate flooring designs are quick
and effortless to lay and ideally easy to maintain.

K056 Main Oak, 2 Strip | GT

ADVANTAGES

*

collection

• Thickness: 7 mm
• Fast and simple Clic-system installation
• Hygienic and easy to clean

**

CLASSIC
Suitable for class 31/AC3 as per EN 13329
Domestic use
with heavy
utilization

* The guarantee is valid for domestic use according to the conditions of guarantee (detailed terms of guarantee: www.euro-home.com). ** Tested germs: Staphylococcus aureus

K038 Bali Driftwood, Planked | GT

Commercial use
with moderate
utilization

Total thickness:
Surface area:
Panels/Pack.:
Weight/Pack.:

7 mm		
1285 x 192 mm
10 pieces (2.47 m2)
15 kg
37

AC3, Class 31 (EN 13329), 1285 x 192 x 7 mm

collection

CLASSIC

K056 Main Oak
2 Strip | GT

NEW
5303 Alpine Oak
Planked | RF

5945 Baronial Oak
Planked | NL

K038 Bali Driftwood
Multistrip | GT

K038 Bali Driftwood, Multistrip | GT
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HIGH QUALITY FLOORING
K393 Stonerush Pine, Planked | NL | 327 mm

Product information in this brochure is correct at time of going to publication. The company has a policy of continuous product development and reserves the right
to change any product specifications given in this brochure. Due to the variations in the printing process, colors in this brochure may be subject to deviation from
the actual products. 04/20/01

www.euro-home.com

www.houtwerf.nl

